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this is my first story so please don't be mean

Strike is Toey's OC who is sorta friends with Dusty and Bay

Dusty belongs to me

Bay belongs 2 both toey and I
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1 - an unexpected friendship

14:00 Station Square
Just an average day as Dusty was walking through the town..

Dusty: *sigh* what to do what to do...

A noise starts to come from the alley

Dusty:Huh, who's there?

A figure rises from behind the trash can

???:Will you make meh a sandwich?

Dusty:umm... who the hecK are you? and what is a kid doing in a dark alley?

???: Give me a sandwich and I'll tell you.

Dusty: I DON'T HAVE A STINKIN SANDWICH!

???: why..

Dusty: Look kid I don't have time for your silly games.

*walks away*
*Kid follows*

Later
14:50 at Dusty's apartment...

Turns around too find kid looking up at her

Dusty: What are you doing here?!

???: Getting my sandwitch, of course!

Dusty:Fine! you can come in and have a sandwitch but you have to leave when you're done.

???:*nods* by the way I am Strike! Nice crib

Dusty: Yo Bay I found this...uh kid

Bay:Wha!



Dusty:Exactly...

Strike:Do yah have any peanut butter?

Bay: sorry, all out

Strike: *gasp* HOW CAN YOU NOT HAVE PEANUT BUTTER!!!!

Strike:Never mind I have my own...or atleast I think I do...

Dusty & Bay: Ewww...
strike plops on couch
Strike hmm... comfy couch. ohh whats that! And dat and that and...Ohhh shiny...*crash* opps...sorry

Dusty: You Broke the mirror

Bay:(sarcasticly) oh-no 7 years of bad luck

turns to Strike to find her with an innocent smile.

Bay whispers to Dusty: Is she staying long?

Dusty: I don't know...
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